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I Inkwell

Accentuate the positive, eliminate the negative, and then you will have no news.
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The new officers for the
1997-98 school year include
LeRoy "Bud" Burke as SGA
President; Kevin Rachael,
Vice President; Whitney
Walsh, Secretary; and Pam
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Whitney Walsh
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Below:
Vice President
Kevin Rachael
Treasurer
Pam Aubrey.

Aubrey, Treasurer.
The amendment to allow
a senator to remain on the
senate as long as he or she
retains at least 10 hours of
credited classes, before re

turning to full-time status the
following quarter, was approved by a vote of 350 -33.
The amendment to allowone
part-time student Senator to
represent those studentsclas-

sified as part-time enrolled at
Armstrong Atlantic State
University, failed to achieve
a majority vote and was thus
denied,
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No Safety in Numbers Student's Article on "Less Than Part-time Pr0.
Dear Editor,
'There is safety in num- fessors" Is Misleading says Department Head
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ctob'iw one is going tosSl To the Editor of the Inkwell Rettgan and the Bush White lient, by o ur discussions of
anytiting. When
leave
yon y0u for this op- House. His topic: "The the matter I also directed
Thank
though, make sure that
respond to the President: White House Poll- Mr. McAltster and Mr.
jt
you're in a large group/'
opinion expressed by Mr. tics." In short, each guest Bergen to consult with Mr.
Safety in numbers. These r
. ,
...
speaker lectured on a topic Patrick to allay his fears.
are the words of my friend Bryan Patrick entitled Less
Unfortunately, neither has
Stephanie, three and a half Than Part-time Professors directly relevant to his com
seen him since the mid-term.
years ago when I came out (Inkwell; 2/27/97; p.3). Mr. petency.
In these conferences
Mr. Patrick's rhetorical
of the closet. I took them to Patrick, a student in Mr.
heart, and believed in them McAlister's American Gov- question about the alleged with Mr. Patrick, he warned
faithfully. Until Friday the emment dass (Section 2)> absence of standards con that there were otherstudents
21" of February, at approxi
cerning the recruitment and in the class similarly dis
mately 9:45 p.m., that real makes several allegations
employment of adjunct fac tressed. I implored him to
ity exploded for me. Liter about that class that are ei
ulty implies that there are no counsel those students to see
ther false or misleading.
ally.
The thrust of the se alle- administrative controls on me. As of this writing, I'm
Two bombs went off at
a bar called "The Otherside gations center, for the most such matters. Wrong again, still waiting. If there are any
Lounge", a popular lesbian part, on his assertion that the Department heads must sub such students, let me take
nightclub in Atlanta. A place
class has had at least five mit the credentials of all ad- this opportunity to reiterate
where I have been many
times a place where I felt changes in teachers this win- junct faculty totheir dean for the invitation. Failing that,
'
*
1
T ^J
fkair Ar\ Koiro rAOftllfCA Ifl tflP
safe.
ter. That is contrary to fact; approval. In addition, the they do have recourse in the
Sometimes people think there has been only one Vice President and Dean of anonymity of student evaluI am over defensive, that I change and two instructors: Faculty, Dr. Frank Butler, re- ations of instructors, a pro
watch too carefully over my Mf McAIister and Mr. quires official transcriptsand cedure conducted in virtually
shoulder. Most of these
_
,
. ,
every course, every quarter
people are straight. They Ber«en- The)' have closely vita of all part-timers who
on
this campus. Like all de
cannot understand my fears; collaborated on the mstruc- teach at Armstrong. Mr.
that I will be evicted from tion of this course as well as McAIister is a former long partment heads, I accord
my apartment, fired form my the development of test ma- time government budget and great value to the results of
job, denied the right to visit terials. Both have followed finance director, mayoral as these surveys. For full-time
my girlfriend in the hospital, ^ SyjiabUSj with some de- sistant, and part-timecollege professors in my department,
or worse yet, be beaten,
viations, each teachingthose teacher. He has completed they comprise half of the
killed, or raped, all simply
topics best suited to his par course work toward the doc annual faculty evaluation.
because I am a lesbian.
torate in political science. For adjunct instructors, these
The bomber or bombers ticular expertise.
The other three teacher Bergen has a juris doctorate evaluations are even more
are still unknown, although
a group that calls themselves "substitutions" to which from UGA and is an accom- important to retaining or ter
"The Army of God" has Patrick refers were, as he plished attorney. Both, I minating their services.
taken responsibility for both well knows, an examination think, have a great deal to
Let me conclude by
the Otherside bombing, and
thanking
Mr. Patrick for his
that of an abortion clinic in proctor and twoguest speak- offer our students about the
Sandy Springs. If these ers. I trust that no one read- theory and practice of gov- editorial. It affords me an
people have the nerve to call ing this finds the use of a ernment, politics, law, and opportunity to publicly reaf
firm the quality of part-time
themselves anything to do proctor or an occasional society.
with God, they are very guest speaker unusual for a
Mr. Patrick's most dis instruction at Armstrong.
wrong. Have they actually
college course. The proctor turbing charge, however, is My guess is that across this
read the Bible lately? What
campus one will find many
happened to "Judge not, lest supervised an exam on Janu the complaint that hardly
ye be judged"? (Luke 6:37) ary 24. The guest speakers anyone took hiscomplaining superb part-time instructors.
or "For all have sinned and each taught only one class, seriously. He declares that Typically, they are profes
come short of the glory of The first was a lawyer who the only person to show an sionals, academics, or schol
God"? (Romans 3:23) Even has jaw review experience interest in his "plight" was ars, who are eager to share
if these people believe Ho
and is well published in the Dr. Henry Harris-whom, by their relevant knowledge and
mosexuality is a sin (which
field.
He graduated cum the way, he wrongly identi experiences with our stu
I do not), how do they feel
they can judge, hate, and at laude from law school and fies as the Dean of Arts and dents. The Department of
has experience in criminal Sciences. Again, that is sim Government employs prop
tempt murder?
I hope and pray that there defense. His topic that day: ply not the case. On at least erly credentialed adjunctfac
will come some good from "The Rights of the Criminal two occasions I, as the de ulty from the ranks of phi
this, that the average person Defendant." He's so im partment head, conferred
losophers, police chiefs,
in the U.S. will condemn this
pressive
that
I
have
sched
with
Mr.
Patrick
at
his
re
judges,
federal prosecutors,
for what it is:hateful, unjust,
uled
him
to
teach
an
upper
quest
to
listen
to
his
con
empirical researchers, foren
and plain old cowardly. I
truly hope that love and de division political science cerns. That he would insinu sic scientists, politicians,
cency will win out in the end, course in the fall of 1997. ate that Iwas not attentive to federal investigators, and
because I am tired of being The second speaker, also a them surprises me. Indeed, government leaders. They
afraid.
lawyer, had five years expe after each meeting he broaden our department's caMichelle (Ducky) Cook
President, Unity & Diversity rience as a staffer in both the seemed reassured,even ebul- pacity to provide a more
League

fag.e2

comprehensive educatio,^
Anm^ng students
Cordially,
Michael E. Donahue, Ph u
Department Head
Department of Government
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The Inkwell is published anddistrib
uted bi-weekly, five times during the
Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters on
alternate Thursdays. Copies are
available in distribution boxes
throughout the campus or can b e
subscribed to by mail for $16 a year.
The Inkwell welcomes letters
and comments for improvement
provided that they are clearly writ
ten or typed. All letters submitted
for publication must be signed and
a phone number should be provided
for verification purposes. Names
will be withheld upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes public
announcements, press releases,etc.
Such information will be published
free of charge at the discretion 0
the editorial staff.
The comments and opinions
expressed in this publication do no
necessarily express the opinions 0
anyone other than the person w
has written them and are not to
taken as a reflection upon the views
of the faculty, administrators,
University System of Georgia or
Board of Regents.
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Scientists Are Hypocrites!
oy Rev. Chris Fuller
Let's get logical, most
cientists do not practice
what they preach. They advocate the scientific method,
but they onl y apply it when
n the classroom. When it
comes to their personal lives,
te scientific method has
little or no meaning for them.
fljjs makes scientists hypo-
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partner. Facial beauty is de- plied. Logic and the scienMen were more likely than
termined by all the features tific method has its place in Shoe Tradition
women to take the money
being average, except for the the laboratory and the class- Stamped Out
and
run, according to the
hair. Look at a fashion room, but not everywhere, By College Press Service
study.
This may account for
model; their facial features Science does a poor job of WASHINGTON—George
the
gap
in average salaries
are more average and sym- explaining art or relation- Washington University fra
paid
to
men
and women, sug
metrical than your own. ships, for example. Scientific ternity members say hanging
gested Frank.
Beauty is also determined by explanations of art and rela pairs of shoes on a tree is
"If you take into account the
the size of childbearing re- tionship are repulsive. Any- nothing but a harmless tra
social responsibility of the
lated body parts. Beauty is one who only values the sci- dition.
employers, pay differences
also determined by the entific method should try to But several women on cam between equal male and fe
youthfulness of an indi- explain away their mother's pus argue the shoes area sex male workers virtually dis
crjteS.
ist symbol and have to go.
Science can clearly dem- vidual, and the younger an love. Seriously, I believe in
Charlotte Hernandez, a GW appear," Frank said. "Men
onstrate that love and beauty individual, the longer they love, beauty, and marriage
senior and a member of are generally more likely
are nonexistent. Simply ap- can produce children. These despite the facts I presented Womyn's Issues Now, has than women to take a less
ly the scientific method and qualities of size, power, and earlier,
told reporters that members socially responsible posi
voila! No more love and health also determine which
Let me clarify for the of the Delta Tau Delta house tion."
beauty. A logical look at the genes are continued in the record that scientists are not throw a pair of s hoes in the
institution of marriage also animal kingdom. Therefore, hypocrites because they are tree every time they find out First-Ever Drop
proves irra tional. Let us be the concept of beauty is noth- scientists. I believe everyone that two members have had
honest with our intellect, ing more than a way of de- in the world is a hypocrite. sex with the same woman. In AIDS Reported
There is only one realm of termining the sexual union of All of us set standards and She and other women on By College Press Service
truth, therefore, what is partners. Despite repeated values for ourselves, and we campus say that the behav ATLANTA—Deaths from
ior is degrading to women. AIDS have begun to decline
worth believing in the class- studies that clarify exactly break these standards and
Fraternity members say the for the first time since the
room is worth believing out- these points, scientists will values. I urge everyone to
shoes in the tree are just an epidemic began 15 years
side the classroom.
say they believe in beauty. understand and respect the old tradition—nothing more. ago, federal health officials
Love is little more than
Even marriage is an in- nonscientific realms of truth No matter, the women are said.
hormones, p heromones and stitution created by individu- Even though concepts like winning this battle—for en Deaths fell 13 percent dur
other bodi ly fluids secreted als of average beauty to pre- love and beauty are poorly vironmental, not ideological, ing the first half of 1996 be
to various receptor body or- vent the "beautiful" people understood using the scien reasons. Hernandez reported cause improved treatments
gans in an effort to preserve from doing all the procreat- tific method, they have tre the tradition to the city be allow people with disease to
live longer, according to the
the spec ies by procreation ing. Think about it. This is mendous value. The scien cause it's illegal to hang any
Centers for Disease Control
and c reating care for the logical. Since I am person- tific method becomes a prob- thing from treeson city prop and Prevention.
young. The "fireworks" you ally of average beauty to ev- lem only when it is applied erty. City officials say they Also, the epidemic is slow
experience when kissing eryone except my wife, I am universally, without regard plan to take down the shoes ing down, contributing to the
someone for the first time are pleased with the institution to the theater of understand- and bill the fraternity $400 decline in deaths, the CDC
said.
hormones like dopamine and of marriage. But if I was ing. Logic is useful when for their removal.
In the first six months of
phenylethylamine. These good looking, Iwould be dis- employed appropriately. Sci1996, the total number of
hormones trigger progres- satisfied with marriage since entist are not evil. Science is Students Don't Mind AIDS-related deaths was
sive sex ual activity to the all women would want to often placed at odds with Selling Out—If The 22,000, compared with
point of procreation. These procreate with me. I would matters of faith, but both sci
24,900 deaths during a 6Price Is Right
month period in 1995—a 13
hormones do not even care then be doing the world a ence and faith can be underBy College Press Service
percent
decrease, the CDC
ifyou are not married. Then, favor since my genes were stood together. Even though
NEW YORK—College said.
endorphins (morphine-like obviously superior and science has no clue about
grads will "sell out" if the There have been slight de
chemicals) create feelings of should be passed along to matters of faith, faith under- salary is right, says a Cornell
clines in other years, but last
anxiety if on-going contact anyone wise enough to in- stands logic perfectly,
economics professor.
year's drop was by far the
with this sexual partner is not vest in their impact. MarGod has created a system Robert H. Frank conducted largest.
continued. These chemicals riage is not logical. Incred- that understands beauty, a poll of Cornell seniors and "This is one of the first
eventually lose their potency ibly, scientists not only prac- marriage, and love Beauty found that students will trade bright spots we have seen in
over time a s your body ad- tice this custom, they enthu- and love are real. Marriage their ideals but expect to be this epidemic," said Christo
justs. Mo st species of ani- siastically embrace it! Scien- is good, not only for selfish well-compensated for their pher Portelli, executive di
rector of the National Les
mals do not mate for life, tists claim to value the insti- reasons, but also for spiritual compromise.
For example, on average stu bian and Gay Health Asso
Some an imals actually live tution of marriage, no be- reasons, o uni ers an s
dents would have to be paid ciation in Washington. "But
from one hormone chemical cause they just want to pro- hypocrisy an e
$37,000 more in additional we hope it is seen as a call to
fix to the next. The male create with someone, but be- in hfe we aH face_God is ^ salary to work for the Na arms rather than a chance to
"commitment" after a sexual cause it has value to our so- logic , nor can
. _ tional Rifle Association over relax and breathe a sigh of
relief."
union usually lasts long ciety! Can you believe that? derstood us.ngthesaentf^ the Sierra Club.
President Clinton said he
enough to help the female
Do I believe this? Hell method but God is as real as Students polled said they
was "greatly encouraged" by
raise the young to self-suffi- no! (pun intended) I hope ove*"
„ abQUt it? would require $25,000 more the news but stressed the
ciency. Despite these known that most people reading this
etnHpnt Union to work as a copywriter on fight against AIDS is not
an ad campaign for Camel
facts, scientists say they be- article have, by now, figured The Bapfirt
cigarettes rather than the over.
'ieve in love. Can you bethat I am being facetious
AIDS remains the leading
lieve that?
about scientists and the sci- for a free lunch at the: Bap- American Cancer Society. cause of death for people age
They wanted $20,000 extra
Personal beauty is a sys- entific approach to love, |^SJ^nArts Hal, and to work for the Central In 25 to 44, accounting for 19
tem °f evaluating propor- beauty, and marriage. ConScientists wel- telligence Agency rather percent of all deaths in that
age group.
than teach high school.
tional features, health and eluding that lov e or beauty
See va there!
childbearing rea diness in a do not exist is logic misap- c
out
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POS113 Students Report on AASU International Lecture Series
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some critical thinking and creative writing practices on germane "international affairs topics.
changed to the subject of E u.
Once again as 1 hale done in the past, I have asked two sections of my POS 113 American Government classes to ropean Uroon In the 1950.
aZdZZsU
wZer Quarter
Forum Lecture seriesZma,tonal
presentation on"The European
and Current Developments in European Politics" topic by Dr. Michael Baun.

In total, there were 23 entries, and I pi cked two of the best written reports for... [publication in
By Mari Kuramoto
On Friday, February 21,
Dr. Michael Baun, "Pizer" Pro
fessor of International Rela
tions, Valdosta State Univer
sity, gave a university-wide
presentation on the topic of
"NATO, the European Union,
and Current Issues in European
Politics."
The presentation was a part
of the International Forum Lec
ture Series endorsed by the fac
ulty Committee on Interna
tional Programs. Dr. Baun, the
campus speaker, received his
Ph.D. in foreign affairs from
the University of Virginia and
his MA and BA degrees in Po
litical from the University of
Georgia. He has published two
books and seven articles on
Western European politics,
with an emphasis on Germany.
NATO (North Atlantic
Treaty Organization) was origi
nally established for the pur
pose of defense against the
former Soviet Union after
WWII. The original members
of NATO were 16 Western Eu
ropean countries including the
United States and Canada.
However, in recent years, after
the collapse of the Soviet
Union in 1991 and the conse
quent end of the Cold War, the
original meaning of NATO,
that is the defense against Rus
sia, was reduced. Instead of the
threat of Russia, NATO has
become more focused on re
gional civil and ethnic con
flicts, such as the civil war in
the former Yugoslavia.
Despite of diminishing or
even disappearing from its pri
mary purpose, NATO tends to
expand eastward. As the most
important challenge after the
Cold War, NATO plans to ad
mit membership for several
Eastern and Central European
nations such as Poland, Hun
gary, the Czech Republic and
Slovakia; and has begun sev
eral military cooperation pro
grams with Eastern European
nations. For example, as one of
the military cooperations, Part
nership Peace Program has
taken place. This Program was
decided at the North Atlantic
Cooperation Council in 1991
and designed for the aim of
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Dr. Michael Baun, Pizer Professor of International Relations, Valdosta State University

joint training and military ex
changes between NATO and
several European nations. Sev
eral, reasons why NATO tends
to expand can be considered.
One reason is based on a deeprooted historical fear, that is,
the Russian traditional prin
ciple of expansion toward these
Eastern and Central European
nations. Therefore, it is easy to
understand that these nations
eagerly want to join NATO for
their security. Then, for the
most conservative politicians in
the U.S., Russia is still skepti
cal.
There have also been sev
eral enthusiastic ethnic lobbies
in the U.S. In addition to these
political reasons, economic ef
fects on many arms makers in
the U.S. and Europe are signifi
cant. These arms makers will
welcome the expansion of an
arms market. For Western Eu
ropean countries, the expansion
of NATO is an easy choice for
EU.
Expanding NATO is also
highly controversial. One of the
major oppositions consists of
the liberals and academics in
the U.S. They contend that the
expansion of NATO has a bad
effect on the relationship with
Russia. They say the expansion
of NATO insults Russia and
Russian nationalists. It could
result in increasing the military
budget of Russia. Furthermore,
expanding NATO might stimu
late those of potential enemies,

93EV I« »n»V»Y*V.V»",Y,V.V»V/»ViV.V.'

such as Iraq, Iran, North Ko
rea, and China.
The European Union was
primarily founded as an eco
nomic organization in Europe,
and has been changing to a po
litical organization recently. It
has already decided the intro
duction of EMU (European
Monetary Union), which is the
common currency in member
nations of the EU. Until 2002,
EMU will be introduced en
tirely.
The conversion criteria
which chooses qualified coun
tries in very severe. The coun
try should have an economic
stability, low inflation, and low
national debt which is no more
than 3%. Only one country,
Luxembourg, can pass this high
criteria presently. Even Ger
many, which is the leading
country in the EU, cannot ful
fill all of these criteria. Recent
discussion plans that "narrow
EU", such as Germany, France,
Ireland, the Benelux countries,
Austria, and Finland, take ef
fect before "broad EMU", such
as Italy, Spain, and Portugal. It
also plans that in the future,
Russia will be admitted.
In my opinion, the EU will
be a big rival against Japanese
economy if EMU will be intro
duced into these European areas
entirely. I think the best way for
the Japanese economy to survive
in severe economic conditions in
the future, is to make a similar
union in Asian or Pacific areas.

.•SWKWK'

By Carolyn Hein
Dr. Michael J. Baun spoke
on European matters and their
plans in the future. The title of
his lecture was "NATO, the
European Union and Current
Developments in European
Politics".
He began his lecture with
the possible expansion of
NATO. In July of 1997, NATO
representatives will meet in
Spain to decide whether to add
a few central European coun
tries. The countries at question
are Poland, Hungary, and the
Czech Republic. At the end of
WWII, these countries were
given to the Soviet Union.
Now, following the end of the
Cold War, NATO is less fo
cused on massive attacks and
acts more as a peace keepers in
small scale attacks or civil
wars. Although NATO doesn't
fear Russia poses a threat of
war, Russia still is not offered
a seat in NATO.
I believe that offering the
smaller countries a seat will
only insult Russian politicians.
We've come a long way since
WWII. I'm afraid they'll see
this a show of distrust and it
may possibly cause them to rethink their choice about political change.
Yet, Baun stated that in the
year 1999, NATO's fiftieth anniversary, there is a 99%
chance that there will be three

monetary union. This was an
economic union, but it had a
political goal. In the Spring 0f
1998, there will be a decision
made on which countries
qualify for further political
union. In this, I am referring to
a common European currency
(EMU) and a common central
bank. To qualify, the European
countries must meet the Con
vergence Criteria. They must
have low inflation, low inter
est rates, stable exchange rates
and a low budget deficit. There
will be some flexibility in these
harsh requirements.
The countries that have no
chance (nor do they want) to be
a part of this union are, Great
Britain, Denmark and Sweden.
There will be problems with
this new monetary system. Ger
many, for instance, does not
want to give up its currency. It's
not going to accept the Broad
EMU very easily because the
three added countries aren't
stable. However, if the Narrow
EMU is accepted, there may be
a backlash from the countries
now being left out. It could
cause them great embarrass
ment.
Dr. Baun predicted that in
the year 1999, there will be
three groups of countries: 1.
Ins- the eight countries that
qualify. 2. Pre-Ins- the extra
three countries that will be
promised a later membership,
and 3. The Outs- the countries
that either don't want to , or
can't join the unity.
I believe that unity is a very
good idea. A common currency
would be much easier for trade,
but are these countries ready
for one common bank? This
could cause many disputes be
cause they would influence
each other more closely.
If one messes up, it will
have a more direct effect onthe
others. This could be a bad
thing, and unfortunately, could
end in total disunity without
one common government,
I believe this lecture was
very informative and enjoyed
it. I agree with Dr. Baun's opinion that neither of these decisions are totally necessary, but
if given the choice, I think the
ideas of European unity is the
better decision.

For further information on upcomingInternational Forum Lectures,
contact Dr. Rhee at 927-5296.
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fjie United States Marshals
;ervice Is Looking For You!
The U.S. Marshals Ser- Marshals Service work
vice is a bureau of ht e United closely in this area, with the
States Department of Justice U.S. Marshals arresting
and is the oldest federal law more fugitives than all other
enforcement agency in the federal law enforcement
country. The U.S. Marshals agents combined,
were formed during the first
Deputy U.S. Marshals
meeting of Congress in also operate the Federal Wit1789.
ness Protection Program, the
Throughout history, the National Seized Asset and
U.S. Marshals performed Forfeiture Program and the
duties that are reserved for Special Operations Group
specialized agencies today. (SOG), which are one of the
Some of these were the pro- first groups to respond in a
tection of the president, in- national emergency.
vestigation and arrest of
Deputy U.S. Marshals
counterfeiters, smugglers, work under federal, presi
armed bank robbers, spies, dential and court orders to
taking the census every 10 protect everything from
years and so on.
bomb threatened abortion
Today, deputies are re- clinics to the Olympic
sponsible for the protection Games in the U.S. They also
of the federal judiciary from assist the State Department
the Supreme Court down to every October in protecting
King will be giving a the U.S. Magistrate and Dis- the foreign diplomats at the
seminar on campus in the trict Judges. These duties in- U.N. General Assembly in
Ishmore A uditorium on elude personally protecting New York City.
May 6, at noon and again at threatened judges and their
If you are interested in
i:0O P.M. The seminar will families, producing major applying for a job that offers
te about the U.S. Marshals federal criminals in the fed- adventure as wellas achance
Service, the bene fits of em- eral courts, and providing for to do something that matters
ployment, and how the hir- a secure atmosphere during in life, then the U.S. Mariogprocess is conducted. At these proceedings. Some of shals Service may be just the
le conclusion, those inter- the most recent examples are thing you are looking for.
ested in signing up to take the the trials for bombers of the
They will open their
Deputy U.S. Marshals Test World Trade Center and the "new applicant" testing pe
rl be given an application federal building in Okla- riod for thefirst time in three
io fill out.
homa City and the John Gotti years this June, the applicaYou don't have to have a Mafia trial.
tion period to take the test
degree in Criminal Justice to
The U.S. Marshals also will be from June 2, to June
qualify for the exam, but if track down and arrest federal 27,1997 and all applications
you want to be considered fugitives, escaped prisoners, MUST be mailed in during
for employment, you must and parole and probation this time period, so if you are
k between the ages of 21 violators. One of the primary interested in applying, start
®d 36, have a valid drivers duties is the tracking down thinking about it now and
license, no record of spousal and arrest of Drug Enforce- don't forget to attend David
•tose, no felo ny record of ment administration (DEA) King's Lecture at noon or 6
misdemeanor drug record, fugitives. The DEA and U.S. P.M. on Tuesday, May 6th!
Ve a minimum of 3 years
^sponsible work experience Minimum Qualifications for applying to the
l)ra4 year deg ree from an
U.S. Marshals Service
-credited college or univer- 1. Be between the ages of 21 - 36, inclusively
"y Y ou ma y also combine 2. Have a valid drivers license and good driving record
l°rlcexperience with col- 3. Have no record of spousal abuse
e8e credit to equal 3 years
4. Have no felony record or misdemeanor drug record
Whence.
5. Have a minimum of three years of responsible ex
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AASU CUBA) MEETING

you are like most

when you hear that
^ 5. Department ^us~
Us
1S looking for you, it
>e n't nece ssarily mean a
^ ^ing.
however, in this case,
United States Marshals
isn't coming to lock
service
awayin P rison'they are
ion
^forming a recruit search
; the AAS U campus on
tsday May 6 th, and may
$s> you a job offer that s
aid to refuse.
According to Deputy
David King, a lot of Federal
dencies skip over the Sa,jnnah area during recruitnent processes, but with the
fame of the Crimi4 Justice D epartment on
campus, all that may soon

^ you pa ss the written
k
• You will have to succomplete an inter,iW' medical exam and

^btataesstts,beforc

perience or a four year college degree from an accredted college or acombination of both that equals three
(LMust pass a written test, interview, medical exam,

AM iMff^MATI^MAL CRLW ME-LTNc;
Will
J-Illd (M
TtlUEPAY. APRJL 3 : 1200
IM TJ-t 3FWT3 CLNlTLR..
fOQ- M ^RL MFd?RMATk?M C6 MJACJ
COACW 5RAP iJtfLPRLtJ
921-5857

Intramurals and
Recreation
Drop-In Aerobics
will begin on
Monday. March 31.
For more information
contact Lynn Roberts
921-20S0.
A A S U E Q U E S T R A I N Mfcfc 1 1 N Q

1
»
7

*

AHl I 'JftfZMATVTrtAL C^UL-STEJAfJ O.LE>
MCL.T*L VLL M L itLD
TOE-SDAY. APRL 3: \2O0
hi jit tJPOO.ts CLftTtB.
f(7U. MfEL
CaACU iUL itN PCJX
356-4337
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Student Opinion Poll:
What are your comments on the new
system of registration? Fair or unfair?
By Brian Polczynski
& Bart Young

Ashley White: Unfair, freshmen are pu shed
out of core classes. The seniors should have
their classes out ot the way by now, and if not,
it's their fault.

Raymond Govero: It's a lot better. There were
no lines. The seniors have been here longer, so
they deserve first choice on classes.
J( you toould like to euhmit your own idem (or
an opinion poll, or write your own eolumn (or
the paper, pirate drop h*J o ur o((iee or e-mail at
at: inluoell@maUQate.arnutronii.edu

Tony Mullino: Fair, but I am a Senior. I like
the new system. There was no line, no hassel.
All of the classes I requested were there.

Mark Yun: It's fair,Seniors have certain classes
that are needed for graduation, and it is espe
cially important for the classes offered only once
a year.

CJhe Jn kwell requrUi the help o( all
and orejanieaiiom. on eamput. S-maU ui
nemi, or nominate a Undent to aet ai t/eur it
partmental reporter. Oail 927-5351 (or detaih.

i)in

Rod Hunt: I think it is fair for the preregistration students, but for regular registration it is
unfair. It is impossible to get the classes you need.

Booth: Pretty fair, freshmen are new
s, and seniors should have priority sin

entertainment
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No Fooling! Comedian Happy Cole to
perform in the Cafeteria on April 1st!!

Page 7

COED VOLLEYBALL
Q5

By: J. Dion Couch

What better way to break
in April Fool's Day than with
a comedian. And what bet
ter comedian to do it with
than HAPPY COLE. Happy
has just completed a "fantas
tic" year where he was se
lected to perform at the Just
For Laughs International
Comedy
Festival
in
Montreal. The festival is
now considered the biggest,
most prestigious comedy in
the world. His appearances
there were so triumphant and
stellar'that the Montreal Ga
zette cited Happy as one of
"the standouts in the best
jokefest ever."
Moreover, his success at
the Festival drew the atten
tion of all kinds oi major fig
ures in the entertainment in
dustry, including the produc
ers of "Black Is...", an award
winning CBC (Canadian
Broadcasting Company)
documentary series. This led
to Happy being booked on
"Black Is...", as well as ap
pearances on such U. S. tele
vision shows as NBC's "Fri
day Night" hosted by Henry
Cho and the nationally syn
dic'
iwtime at the

Intramural Coed Volleyball
entries are due Tuesday, April 8
Play begins Monday, April 14.
For more information,
Lynn Roberts 921-2080
porate events and on cruises.
He headlines over 300 live
dates a year and has been
featured in concert with acts
ranging from Sinbad and
Jim Carrey to Julio Iglesias
and the Temptations.
Among Happy's other
television credits are the
ACE award winning
"Caroline's Comedy Hour",
"Comic Strip Live",
"Evening at the Improv",

and "Comedy on the Road".
In addition to these stand-up
programs, he also has accu
mulated some tv credits asan
actor, including a recurring
role on Nickleodeon's
"Clarissa Explains All" and
Fox's "Seaquest".
Come out to Emcee's
(AKA thecafeteria) on Tues
day, April 1st at noon to see
this talented performer. No
foolin!

The first basball glove, introduced in 1895, was unpadded.

Critic's Corner by Michael Greene

ROSEWOOD
Race relations in this country con
tinue to be a blot on our national soul.
Despite the passage of civil rights
Apv,laws and the implementation of affir
mative action, we are still divided
Happy Cole's high en
into black and white. There is no real
ergy d elivery, rubbery face
racial harmony, as evidenced when
we have yet another reminder of the
and fas t paced humor have
OJ. Simpson case.
long made him a favorite at
in this latest John Singleton offer
ing, we have the true store of a black
colleges, comedy clubs, cor
community in Florida, Rosewood,
which existed in 1923. While the cit
izens of this community were segre
gated, they were also equal. That
equality was shattered when a white
woman decides to falsely accuse a
black man of assaulting her.
Rosewood then becomes a communi
The Latin American music of Laura Fuentes and Calicantocomes to.the AASU cafeteria in.a ty under siege, targeted by bigoted
coffeehouse style concert on Friday April 4th at 8 P.M. Fuentesvoice
hauntinsly whites for destruction.
The cast assembled here is a fine
honal instalments like the quena, pan pipes, ocarina, and Inca flute to
one. Esther Rolle does a turn as a
beautiful renditions of folksongs from Chile, Peru, PuertoRico, Venezuela, and
neglected matriarch whose unwilling
event is FREE to AASU students, friends and family.
. .
, t who ness to speak up endangers her fami
ly. Elise Neat, on the other hand, as
Latin American finger foods and coffee will be served. If you
at nieht this Scrappie, lives up to her name. She
complains that there are never any student activitiesgoing on
y°
d perforAing courageously takes on the white com
• a show not to be missed. The show is sponsored by the AASU Visual and Performing munity and is willing to make sacri
fices in order to save lives. Ving
Rhatnes as Mann, a nameless mys
night eta, atop by doting your break and grab.some
tery man, really delivers, as does Jon
J"" need more information, atop by the Student Acovtbes Office or «di them at
Voight as Wright (he lives up to the

Now Appearing at Gmcee's
in the 0OSO Cafeteria
April let at 13 (Noon)

AASU Cafeteria transformed into Latin
American Coffeehouse on Friday April 4.

5300.

Hey, you pay the activities fees, you might as well enj y

appellation admirably!). Michael
Rooker portrays the white sheriff
whose political ambitions are his
major motivation, and not necessarily
any moral conviction.
While some of the white character
portrayals were a bit too stereotypical
for me, the message is a clear and
powerful one: Hatred and bigotry are
acquired at an early age, fostered by
hate-mongering parents from genera
tion to generation. Peace is only pos
sible when we break the cycle.
I saw this very powerful flick at the
end of Black History Month, an
appropriate time. However, no matter
when it's viewed, this is a must-see
movie. Don't miss it.
C 1997 King Features Synd,, Inc.

Page 8
Sports Quiz
by Larry Duncan
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Pirate's Baseball Going Strong At AASU
By David Bowman
The baseball team is
roughly through with half of
the regular season now and
their record is 15-11. The
team is comprised of many
new players; 19 in all, which
includes 13 freshman. They
are under the direction of
Head Coach Joe Roberts,
Asst. Coaches Calvain
Culberson and Tommy
Thomson.
Coach Roberts has been
the coach here at Armstrong
for 18 years, and is hoping
the team will once again
reach the level it was on
when he took them to seven
straight
straight NCAA
NCAA region
repon finals
nnais. Roberts j
for Joy M pate's PuU Out Upset Win
Support is appreciated, so go ^ pirates baseball squad improved their record to 16-11 with an upset victory over 19th ranked Adelphi.
to the games and cheer on aasU won the rain shortened game 4-1 in the sixth inning. Adarn Wilson scored two runs and had one
your Pirate baseball team.
RBI and Michael Smith had 3 RBI's.

Armstrong Hosts PBAC Tennis: AASU Men
Finish Fourth, Women Win the Tournament

TEST YOUR BALTIMORE OBT
OLE KNOWLEDGE
1. What player has hit the mo,t
home runs in Oriole history?
2. What was Rafael Palmeiro?
salary last season?
3. What major achievement has
manager Davey Johnson made with
the New York Mets, Cincinnati Recis
and now the Orioles?
4. What Oriole pitcher set the single-season record with games won''
5. Who is the majority owner of the
Birds?
6. Outside of playing for the
Orioles in 1996, name two other
teams that Roberto Alomar has
played for.
7. Name the only Oriole to win the
MVP Award twice.
8. Name the only current Oriole
who has had a 20-game winning sea
son.

Sports Quiz Answers

1. Brady Anderson hit 50 in 1996
2. $5,268,506; 3. he is the winningest
active manager with a percentage of
.572; 4. Steve Stone won 25 games in
1980; 5. Peter Angelos; 6. From
1988-1990 in San Diego and from
1991-1995 in Toronto; 7. Cal Ripken;
8. Scott Erickson with the Minnesota
Twins in 1991 (20-8)
© 1997 King Features Synd., Inc.

Play Better Golf with
JACK NICKLAUS

By David Bowman
The number one
AASU hosted a success
ful Peach Belt Athletic Con seeded Lady Pirates went
ference Tennis Tournament quickly through their first
in mid March. On the two rounds, beating Geor
women's side there were 16 gia Southwestern and Mis
teams with four of these sissippi University for
teams holding national Women both by the score
rankings. The four ranked of 9-0. In the semifinals
teams were: AASU, Missis AASU beat Ferris State,
sippi University For Women, who traveled all the way
from Michigan and are na
Rollins, and Ferris State.
The mens draw con tionally ranked number
sisted of 14 teams instead of four in the nation, also by
16 which gave the AASU the score of 9-0. They then
beat Rollins, the number
men a first round bye.
After sitting out the first two seed in the tournament
round with their bye, the and also nationally ranked,
mens tennis team beat Co by the score of 8-1 in the
lumbus 5-4 in the second finals. The only loss came
round. They then lost to at the number one spot in
Florida Southern University the lineup and that speaks
in the third round 5-3. On well for the future at Arm
the losers brackett AASU strong Tennis. The num
lost to Augusta 5-3, a team ber 4,5, and 6 spots on the
they had beaten the week squad dominated their op
ponents who were from
before.
There are three fresh good quality programs.
man on AASU's mens Coach Koth says that what
squad, and this inexperience makes our womens team
combined with being too re- so good, ranked number
laxed contributed to the one in the nation, is their
fourth place finish. Coach depth. In the week follow
Koth is optimistic for the re ing the tournament they
mainder of the season, which have to play the number 4,
is 12 matches, and said that 8, and 2 ranked teams, so
the men will probably qualify good luck to both teams A player from a visiting men's team opens the PBAC tourna
for the NCAA tournament at and congratulations on the ment with an early 8 A.M. game a t the AASU tennis courts
The final score? Gnats 6 - Humans 0.
win.
the end of the season.

ARMS
MUST BE
"LOOSE"
ENOUGH FT
ADDRESS ANO
DURING THE
TO SVOING

FREELY BACK
^ RNO FORWARD IN
|
FLUID RESPONSE "D
YOUR SHOULDER,
H\P RND
LEG ACTION.

I

LETTING THE
jgL,,
ARMS HANG
FREELY
FROM YOUR
iBH
SHOULDERS IN Ifrnll
R RELAYED
AND NATURAL
P®*
POSITION
/ i\
AS YOU SET
yjY .
UP TO THE
=BALL PROMOTES
SUCH FREEDOM.
ALSO, AVOID
ANY POSTURE THAT
CRERTE5 A FEELING
OF "TENSION,
PARTICULARLY 1™
YOUR. FOREAR™5'

iiitramurals

INTRAMURAL
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WINTER 1997
Extramural Bowling!
age

M5 RE PRESENTING AASU IN THE GA COLLEGIATE STATE BASKETBALL
^MPIONSHIPS HOSTED BY GA TECH (FEB.28-MAR.2): ONE WOMENS TEAM
1 ,n TWO MEN S TEAMS

Anyone interested in participating in an
Extramural Bowling league should
Contact Lynn Roberts IMMEDIATELY for
further instructions. Teams will consist of

.TngRETTES: THIS TEAM PLACE 3RD IN THE -STATEH!!ii!!i

4 people, and the individual teams will

afBACON
&TYJOHANSEN
^ ^Ic- rv CROWLEY

bowl against other Universities and
Colleges in the Savannah area.

LIARY ANN MERRITT

921-2080

IfKl E SPENCE

DANIELLE GARRISON
a\ipWgHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES TRAMS')
EffHODRHEID
M WHITE
o CRAWFORD
(HON

PERRY
0 MAYFIELD
CANTRELL WILLIAMS
D0MNELL ELLIS
KICKY HERRERA
UI4 MARTIN
ALLEN BROWN

Intramural
Captain's Meetings

The Intramural
Soccer Captain's
A12EBS
KTHUR WILBERT
meeting will be held
HARUE HIGGINS
on
ainey BROWN
TEVEN COOK
Thursday,
YRONE BURKE
April 17; 12:00
10BERT FORDHAM
IALVIN GRAHAM
in the Sports Center.
)ANNY RADCLIFF
For additional
lOREY POLITE
pSHUA B ERG
information
Lynn Roberts,
GOLF TOURNAMENT @ HENDERSON
921-2080.

Pag
Monday

ttMD ROBIN LEAGUE: BAY WATCH

WNNY RADCLIFF REX DEMERS
PSH BERG
ERIC HOMANSKY
BRIAN FOSKEY
JASON SANDERS
ftSQPN TOURNAMENT: FIRST CHOICE
'OKY MCRAE
MATTHAGAN
ADAM KONCUL
„
PHILIPS
!LY5SES SMITH
CHUCKIE GORDON
| VIM WALKER
LENNIE HARRIS
ARReTT SCHAAF
DEJI AMOS

Wednesday

Time
12:10
S:15
12:10
5:15
12:10
5:15

Thursday

12:10
5:15

Friday

X2'\0

\K

!teroURNAMF\rr-

SMITH
ANDREWS
WNEY WRIGHT

si AM A IAMA
DAVID NEWCOMBER
JAMES LEVENS
DERON BRENT

Tuesday

\v}

/

*)

WEIGHT LIFTING ( FEB. 2 0-211
MILITARY:
JENNIFER V ACALA
95
DENISE GORE
115
SANDY SCHUMAKER
95

Intramurals and Recreation
Spring Quarter
Aerobics Schedule

MSKETBAI-I :

?

TABLE TENNIS fFFB
KHUONG N GUYEN

GOLF CLUB CFEB. 2 71
ALEX WINSKIE
CHRIS NEASE
TONY MILLS
BILLY BRIDGES

DOUBLES TE NNIS f F F R
KHUONG N GUYEN
BOI H OANG

Class
Step
T-N-T
T-N-T
Step
Step
T-N-T
T-N-T
Step
Step

There will be no
5:15 aerobics on
4/3/97.

SHANE MIDDLETON
PAUL BIRGE
CHAD MARTIN

170
275
240

BENCH:
JENNIFER V ACALA
DENISE GORE
SANDY SCHUMAKER

95
125
75

BENCH:
SHANE M IDDLETON
NORMAN SCOTT
PAUL BIRGE
CHRIS B ARLOW
CHAD MARTIN

205
285
345
315
360

LEG:
JENNIFER V ACALA
DENISE GORE
SANDY SCHUMAKER

180
215
105

SHANE M IDDLETON
PAUL BIRGE

250
495
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Work At Home Schemes Earn You Nothing But Heartache and Grief
By Carrie Whiddon

Interested
people are
F
,
warned
that "the
initial de-

|

eral million people who are
anxious to earn money. Plans
_i hnmo in
at
to e a r n m o n e y a t h o m e
spare time are often fraudu,
, ..
,La., caMnm
lent, and at bestt they
seldom

the Naturaii'zSxSSj
ing a two-year residency"'^
Jv« loo/, rtldjRd
30,1867,
Alaska Wa
was sold to the iu
. ..
b y Russia f or $ 72 milli

NO GIMMICKS
WARNING!! Respond to an
EXTRA INCO ME NOW!
ad like this at your own risk.
' ,arge|y
through the efforts of Secret
ENVELOPE STUFFING — $600 - $800 every week
State William H. Seward M>0f
\t "
Having received a num
Free Details: SASE to
Art|,
25^ 19u the building hojdin |iftk
International
Inc.
ber of ads of this sort, the
tails usu- result in any real earnings... York City's Triangle Shirtwaisfr!6"
1375 Coney Island Ave.
.
.
i
sweatshop in which man,, ,
•
Inkwell can keep silent no
Brooklyn, New York 11230
ally turn There is no substitute for
longer.
out to be closely examining any otter employed, caught fire; 146 ^
Why, you ask? All of
which promises or guaranwhile others jumped to their death,
these ads come with a check advantage of senior citizens, booklets telling how to go
tees income from
work-at29, 1951, Julius r 0JZ
into
the
business
of
placing
..
« March
if
^'icerg
for an amount between $70 stay-at-home mothers, perWs wife- Ethel- and Morton Sobfh
they
adhome
programs
the
same
kind
of
ad
the
adall
U.S.
citizens,
were
found
guilty
,
and $100 and a note saying sons with disabilities and unvised.
conspiracy
to
commit
wartime
eL
"please run ad as many times employed individuals. The vertiser ran in the first place
Below are some points onage ... March 26, 1962, the
[as] possible-fee for service schemes all have one thing In short, the work-at-home
Supreme Court backed the "one-nan
one-vote" annnrtinnmanf -r ™ •
is enclosed." No problem in common: you must buy scheme participant begins the report highlighted:
there, right? Wrong.
something before you can recruiting others for the same »If it sounds tOO good to
jy[ortb Vietnamese forces ^uncS I
Every single one of these begin work. If you answer business of offering a work- true, chances are thaUt is. ^ die biggest attacks m four yean
•Consider it a warning sign across the demilitarized zone
checks has come back an ad offering huge profits at-home plan,
, ,
March 29,1973, the last U.S tm n.
uncashable. The reasons? for a work-at-home project A Home Work Scheme if a worker must buy some- jeR Vietnam ... March 28 ,1979 a
thing in order to start the pro- major accident occurred at a nuclei
Insufficient funds, no such for which there is great de- Promoter Will:
reactor on Three Mile Island n ea,
gram.
Middletown, Pa., when a p artial
account, obsolete rt. number, mand, but which requires no 1. Never offer you regular
•Those
should
and a multitude of others, experience, chances are you salaried employment.
-Those interested
interested also
also sno
um meltdown released radioactive i
Never is there a return ad- will end up losing money in- 2. Promise you huge profits take into consideration that Ronald Reagan was shot in the che"!
dress. The addresses on the stead of making any.
and big part-time earnings, by becoming involved in a
^ ^,
checks are nonexistent. The
An article taken off one 3. Use personal testimonials work-at-home scheme, they his iimoUsine following a n address
names are untraceable. We of the Bureau's websites re- but never identify the person might well be perpetrating a
called the bank on this last ported that "a previous na- so that you could check with fraud by selling the program ^ y g occurred aft er th e E mu
one before we tried to cash tionwide investigation by the them.
to others, and risk investiga- Wdez
jam
it, and the lady at the bank Council of Better Business 4. Require money for in- tion by postal authorities.
1996 u s district Judge Stephei;
could find no such account, Bureaus of 55 work-at-home structions or merchandise •For a reliability report on a
no such person, and said this promotions revealed that before telling you how the specific work-at-home com- pleaded guilty to arranging fr auducheck number wasn't even those wanting to supplement plan operates.
pany, check first with your lent loans through Capital
one of theirs!
their income by investing in 5. Assure you of guaranteed local Better Business BujSto a1d 2a
They won't pay us, so work-at-home opportunities markets and a huge demand reau.
key figure in the Whitewater scandal,
can you expect them to deal were losing their money to for your handiwork.
The Inkwell is not cona"d ordered him to pay $14
honestly with you? We unscrupulous promoters us- 6. Tell you that no experie
nce demning all work at home miiiionirwestitut^^
checked with the BBB about ing misleading advertising is necessary.
opportunities. There may be
this type of business and claims. The investigation 7. Take your money and give some legitimate ones out ^
were unpleasantly surprised, showed that advertisements you little or nothing in return there. Just be careful to check ^fc^j^^^nerPosition
"Work-at-home schemes ... were simply lures by the except heartbreak and grief, things out beforehand.
g.^Q am _ j2:00 pm - hours
account for the fastest grow- advertisers to sell informaThe BBB recommends
To visit the BBB site we neg0tjabje. Call Jackie
ing category of consumer tion on how to set up your you investigate before you used and look at some ex- Tallent at 236-6311 for furinquiries," the Better Busi- own business or conduct the invest. "That is the key for amples of questionable "opdetails,
ness Bureau says, "...people same scheme as the an unscrupulous person who portunities" s e e : http://
often are attracted to classi- advertiser's. No actual em- wants to pull off a success- w w w . b b b . o r g / l i b r a r y / jJ^^ojf^^arn$480
fied ads in the newspaper or ployment exists. Would-be ful work-at-home scheme: tipwkath.html
weekly assemblng circuit
in magazines or direct mail workers would... first pay most people do not take the
For some other tips and boarcis/eiectronic compo
solicitations which offer for details purporting to time, nor do they have the a list of resources for those nents at home Experience
them a chance to earn money show how to make the resources, to do adequate already defrauded see the unnecessay will train, to
by doing work at home, claimed income, and then market research. The schem- following website: http://
ft'ate onenings your local
ur- * nxTiirvvTrv iTTTAirr" 2
—a
i_l_ z. i-1— —
1
/I
1
/
a
®
«oAl
"EARN MONEYAT HOME" invest
more money in ads, ers, Jthus, are able
to takeover www.optisol.com/business/
area. Call 1-520-680-7891
opportunities are quite fre- envelopes, postage and other a half-billion dollars annu- wahome.htm
Ext. C200
quently schemes which take items."
ally out of the pockets of sev-

Classifieds

S.T.A.R.S.
Students Taking Active Responsibility for Success
Spring 1997 Schedule

Please sign-up for these workshops in advance, space is limited to 20 people per workshop.
Sign-up in the Division of Student Affairs, 2nd Floor, the Memorial College Center or call 927-5271.
All Workshops begin promptly at 12:00 noon.
Workshops will be offered in the following areas:
Classroom Survival Skills, Personal Growth & Development Skills, and Transitions - University to Career.

To Place your ad i"
the Inkwell, cat
92 7- 53 51 . Cost for
stu dents and fac
u l t y i s $5 for f
o r f e w er word •
B u s i n e s s cla ss
i f i e d s s t ar t at >
per 20 wor ds. M*
f o r business cardI ,
i n s e r t s , quo r t #
page a d s a n d ^ f l f ? 0 »
are ovailohie
the Inkwell O f ^ J .
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Armstrong's Graduate Student
Coordinating Council Is Alive
and Looking For New Members
gy: Radha Narayanan
Although most of
Armstrong's student body is
composed of undergraduate
students, there are graduate
programs offered at Arm
strong. The Graduate Stu
dent Coordinating Council is
an association exclusively
for graduate students and
students that already have a
degree who are taking
courses to be able to teach.
Its main purpose is to expose
graduate students and Arm
strong to the administration
and fac ulty and also to get
involved at'the university
and the community. Also, it
is like the SGA (Student
Government Association)
for un dergraduate students.
All graduate students are
automatically a member of
this organization if they have
paid the ir graduate college
activity fees.
The advisor for the
Graduate Student Coordinat
ing Council is Mr. Bill Kelso
who is a lso the Assistant to
Vice President of Student
Affairs. Kevin Lynch is the
Ex-Officio Member and is
getting his masters in Crimi
nal Justice. Chet Baker, the
Chair, is getting his masters
in Health Science, and
Myrah Duncan, the Vice
Chair, is getting her masters
in C riminal Justice. The
council was involved in
many ac tivities in the past.
In February 1996, they have
supported the Criminal Jus
tice symposium on Olympic
Security which is a forum for
the peo ple of Savannah to
understand th e depth of the
security needed for the

Olympics. In April 1996, the
council held an Awareness
Weekend in which they had
a table outside the class
rooms and served lunch to
students. In October 1996,
they held a wine and cheese
formal on AASU Day for
Graduate Students and Fac
ulty Members. They also
paid for some of the games
held such as the softball
throw. Last but not least,
they have nominated and
successfully had students
serve in the Graduate Coun
cil, Graduate Curriculum
Committee, and several
other committees at Arm
strong.
The Graduate Student
Coordinating Council plan to
do many things this year.
They are looking for new
members and also want to
elect new officers for the
positions of Chair, ViceChair, and Secretary/Trea
surer. The Council is arrang
ing for a person with connec
tions with the Department of
Education to talk to Arm
strong about the HOPE
Scholarship to students.
Another goal is to recruit se
niors to come back to Arm
strong to continue graduate
studies here. Most impor
tantly and worth repeating is
that the council needs new
members and are having
elections on March 13 for
officers for the positions of
Chair, Vice-Chair, and Sec
retary/Treasurer. So anyone
interested should stop by and
talk to Kevin Lynch in the
Career Center at the Student
Affairs Office in the 2nd
floor of the Memorial Col
lege Center.
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ftOSU Student's
Poem Published in
National Onfhology
Ramona Harmon, a senior
at QOSO, recently had a
poem titled CharcoaI
Walker published in Of*
Moonlight and Wishes, a
collection of poetry com
piled by the Hational Library
of Roetry. Harmon has been writing for twelve years,
and some of her favorite subjects and ideas are an
thropology, painting, collages, photography, music,
and theatre.

Apply electronically for federal
student aid. It's fast, free, andeasy.

Intramural
Captain's Meetings

The Intramural Softball Captain's
meeting will be held on
Thursday,
April 10; 12:00
in the Sports Center.
For additional information
Lynn Roberts, 921-20S0.
YY W-AV.",V,V ; V«t. ,I *i*r \/ J ' » »JJ * * - * »
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A Deeper Thinker Than Garfield...
By:Carrie Whiddon
reader another way of look
We are proud to intro Years later Roger "wrote
ing at things, at the "Big
duce you to Leold, the tall some words which he
Joke", the mess of bad and
skinny bald guy to your thought the fella' could be
good fortune, helium,hydro
right. Leold is the newest saying on a thin piece of
gen and oxygen, which with
edition to the Inkwell and scrap paper."Salem says that
some minerals comprise our
will live on the back page "with help from a photo
great little world. It's some
with your other comic copier the words and the
thing different and people
friends. You will find, how drawing were put together
ever, that Leold is a little dif vertically, with the words on like it."
Some college editors
top, on a piece of legal size
ferent.
have
commented that Leold
College Press Service paper. 'Leold' had been
says Leold is "a deeper bom." The editor of the lo is "simple but infinitely pro
thinker than Garfield,... more cal comic newspaper loved found, as sincere as he is ab
angst ridden than Opus. it and immediately ran their surd and oblique, cleverly
odd, very witty, and not a run
Leold is a hit with our col creation.
Salem says the "skinny of the mill slapstick panel."
lege age readers for his
quirky musings on the world. guy has since become sort of We are thrilled to be added
They find Leold to be a re a spokesman for my Dad's to a growing, but still rela
freshing change-a gentle unexpectedly humorous and tively small, number of
character that makes them insightful thoughts, and for schools running Leold, and
smile and think at the same me— something for my we're sure you'll enjoy him.
time." Valley Comic News drawing-expression-ethe We certainly have.
Salem and Roger now
asked the question, "what the real-thought things... He is
create
one new Leold a
heck is Leold?..." and an an unwitting joker of life's
week,
and
he is published
swered "a teenage anti-hero, lunacy and superficial fan
Holden Caulfield in a 30 sec fare.... We are Leolds muse throughout the country.
ond sound bite, this bald and Leold is—well, Leold." Something to look for: ani
skinny dude who says,...like,
Roger says that"Leold is mated sixty second shorts are
profound stuff, poetry in a almost inscrutable— even to in development. Mike
box; weird, awesome."
me at times— deeply inte Scully, executive producer
Leold was conceived rior, absurd, existential, for the Fox TV's The
around 1988. Like most ba ironic, obsessive, and miser Simpsons, is also the execu
bies, he didn't say anything. able... somehow it makesme tive producer for the Leold
video project. Keep your
Salem Joshua Salloom, then feel good."
13, drew the sketch you see
While Leold is not a con eyes open, and remember
here. His father, Roger, liked ventional cartoon, he still you saw it here in the Ink
it so much he framed it and does the things a "cartoon" well first!
hung it in the living room. should do. "It gives the
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MEET THE CHALLENGE!
SPRING INTO HEALTH!
G*Q

TUNE

UP

ftogram

OUT

AASU HEALTH FAIR
TUESDAY, APRIL 15
SHEAROUSE PLAZA
^ ^ ^ ^^

^

wl* >1^

«)J
v *1#

A^
^

»|> ^ ^

•CANDLER HEALTH QUEST VAN * 8:00 a.m. -12:00 noon
Appointments must be made on Monday, April 7, 8-6p.m. at Shearouse Plaza or the
Fountain to use the Candler Health QuestServices. Appointments will be filled on a first
come first serve basis.
••TABLE DISPLAYS • 10:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. No appointments necessary.
INFORMATION • DEMONSTRATIONS • PRIZE DRAWINGS • SNACKS
SPONSORED BY AASU INTRAMURAL AND RECREATION & DEPT. OF NURSING

921-2080

927-5302
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Commonly
Unbearable.
Dangerously
Believable.
Subsequently
Fatal.
#1 Cause of Suicide

u/vrof nre o

OBPRISSION
http://www.save.org

Trivia Test
by Linda Luckhurst
1. Transportation: What city has the
world's longest subway system?
2. Music: Whose orchestra premiered
Rhapsody in Blue at Carnegie Hall?
3. Religion: What were Roman
Catholics allowed to do for the first
time on December 5, 1966?
4. Sci-Fi Novels: On what planet does
Ray Bradbury's Chronicles take place?
5. Inventors: Who invented the
fountain pen?
6. Games People Play: How many
sticks are used to play pickup sticks?
7. Quotes: Who said: "A woman
drove me to drink, and I never had the
courtesy to thank her"?
8. Animals: What is another term for
a black leopard?

Trivia Test Answers
1. London; 2. Paul Whiteman's; 3. eat
meat on Friday; 4. Mars; 5. Lewis
Waterman; 6. 50; 7. W.C. Fields; 8. pan
ther

TV PARENTAL GU IDELINES
These categories apply to programs designed solely for children:
All Children. This program is designed to be appropriate for all chil
dren. Whether animated or live-action, the themes and elements
in this program are specifically designed for a very young
audience, including children from ages 2-6. This program is not
expected to frighten younger children.
Directed to Older Children. This program is designed for children
TV age 7 and above. It may be more appropriate for children who have
acquired the developmental skills needed to distinguish between
make-believe and reality. Themes and elements in this program
may include mild physical or comedic violence, or may
frighten children under the age of 7. Therefore, parents may
wish to consider the suitability of this program for their very young
children.
These categories apply to programs designed for the entire audience
General Audience. Most parents would find this program suita
for all ages. Although this rating does not signify a program
specifically for children, most parents may let younger children wa
this program unattended. It contains little or no violence,
strong language and little or no sexual dialogue or situa io
Parental Guidance Suggested. This program may contain some
material that some parents would find unsuitable for youn ger
dren. Many parents may want to watch it with their y0U"Ser
dren. The theme itself may call for parental guidance. ..C jted
gram may contain infrequent coarse language, J
violence, some suggested sexual dialogue and situations.
I
i l l Parents Strongly Cautioned. This program may con'.am
™
A material that many parents would find unsuitable for c
re jn
14 years of age. Parents are strongly urged to exercise greater-^^^
monitoring this program and are cautioned against letting c ^
under the age of 14 watch unattended. This program
tain sophisticated themes, sexual content, strong
and more intense violence.
TV Mature Audiences Only. This program is specifically
be viewed by adults and therefore may be unsuitable for
^
under 17. This program may contain mature themes, P
language, graphic violence, and explicit sexual conten

Y7
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Homecoming King

and Queen, and National Professor of the Year Anne Hudson,
enjoy their 4 hour moment of fame on the Street's of downtown Savannah

What Would St

Patrick's Day be without the fat dude with the ruby in his navel?

Pirate Cheer Leaders: Hey, can you see what they
are doing on Riverstreet from up there?

MARCH 27,1997

It Was a Grand Experiment:
Panel Members Discuss Means
to Increase Local S.A.T. Scores
By Lone Williams
With some fear and trepi- dents earlier in the program
dation Professor John than at graduation so that
Kearnes invited members of teachers can determine defi
the community to interact ciencies and remediate those
with his State and Local students at that time. Ms.
Governments class in a pub Brady asked what would be
lic forum. The class had done with students who fail?
thoroughly researched the The new P-16 iniative which
SAT scores in Chatham has begun to be implemented
County and possible meth in Georgia will cause the sys
ods that the school board tem to "become way backed
could undertake to "fix up" if we implement this
them." Dr. Battiste, head of strategy. Panel members
the Department of Instruc also questioned "teaching for
tion and Curriculum at the test." Ms. Sprague ques
AASU and former Chatham tioned, "Why test on some
County Board Member, Ms. thing not taught? Make sure
Mary Ellen Sprague,current areas taught are on the test.
board member, Ms. Connell Don't teach the test but make
Styles, board member, and sure it is in the curriculum."
Ms. Lori Brady, the latest Ms. Brady also suggested
addition to the Chatham implementing test taking
County School Board were strategies within the schools.
The third topic addressed
brave enough to face the dif-.
ficult task of public delibera was methods of reform in
cluding pay for performance
tion with students.
The first question posed an d school choice. Ms.
by students asked whatpoli Sprague suggested that
cies are currently being changing the criteria at the
implemented in Chatham state level for the pay for
county. The Panel members performance, so that it re
stressed the importance of wards schools for specific
the pre-k program and the changes rather than site
early years in education. based criterion, would un
They also denounced the dermine the policy of site
importance of SAT scores as based management. Ms.
competency and not knowl Styles advocated changing
edge based tests that are in the merit system so thatedu
tended for colleges to use in cation is looked upon as a
their admissions policiesand business. "Bad teachers
not for local schools to de should not be allowed to get
termine their effectiveness; by doing children a disser
the oft quoted statistic that vice. Principals must be held
we have more noncollege accountable." The panel ap
preparatory students taking proved of public school
the test causing our students choice.
to perform below the aver
The Panel also discussed
age in the overall ranking. the P-16 iniative and the
This was recently refuted in hope that it provides for
a study which showed that changing the educational
even our college prep stu system. The members of the
dents perform below other Board focused throughout
college prep students. This the panel on the idea of edu
was not addressed in the fo cating all students in the best
school system for every
rum.
The second topic dis learner. They said that the
cussed was reducing the ad system and parents must
ministrative responsibilities share the responsibility for
of teachers and testing stu education.
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Pace the Nation
The Cities
DC, New York, Chicago, Denver, and Hollywood

The Tour
Welcome to an exciting exercise adventure! Pace the Nation is a five week
fitness program. All participants fitness miles will be added together to
simulate a journey across the nation. During our trip, we will be passing
through five major cities and stopping to celebrate.

The Prizes
A First and Second Place Grand Prize will he drawn when we arrive in
Hollywood on May 9, 1997. Weekly prizes will he awarded by random
drawings at each of the stopover cities. All participants will receive lunch,
souvenirs, and a T-shirt.

For Registration Information, Contact
Lynn Roberts, Intramurals and Recreation

921-2080

Battling the flu

The flu virus isspread by close contact andusually needs help to infect a person.
GROUND ZERO
FKHTDK THE INFECTION
The mouth, nose and eyes contain a type of cell the flu The body gets wise to the invaderand
virus prefers. The body uses natural defenses such as creates a hostile environment to ikll the
virus. Here Is how the body reacts:
nose hairs, mucus and cilia totry to keep the virus
from reaching th e cells.
San throat Inflamed respiratory tracl.
Fever A body's reaction to infection.
Shiver Another heat-creating effort.
IHfest*'
Flu virusattacks and
3 interleukin•
^ infects a cell.
a substance that fights infection and
Cell stops normal
activates other parts of the immune
function and begins
system.
CELL
producing the flu virus.
New viruses are
* At
released and spread to
other cells.
Kills or damages
cells in respiratory
tract that defend
against bacteria.
NTTACUNG THE BODY
More suscepttole
The virus incubates in the body for a day or two,
to bronchitis and
multiplying in the epithelial cells lining the respiratory tract.
pneumonia.

•
••

PASSING THE BUG

Here is an example of how the flu vims can be transmitted
Kids: Biggest
Pmahe
Acquaintance:
transmitter of virus
Pickup
Handshake
Sneeze, cough Using phone
'I"!? I virus
kids and
passes on vims, or touch
after infected
physical contact J
passes virus to person can
and less likelihootT J
nearby cotransmit virus.
to wash
J
/

W

of California, Irvine; research by SUSAN KELLEHER

Crowdad ptaea*

Again, sneeze,
cough or touch
,, transmits virus.

.vs.- >

fhe Facts Of Life...
.psychiatrists say that 1 of 4 "Paranoids are people, too;
people are mentally ill. they have their own probCheck 3 friends. If they're iems it's easy to criticize,
0K> y°u re it. but if everybody hated you,
•Nothing in the known uni- you'd be paranoid, too.
verse travels faster than a bad . diplomat
a
is someone who
check.
can tell you to go to hell and
•It has recently been discov- make y0u feel happy to be
ered that research causes Qn your way.
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Fun Things To Do During a Final That Does Not Matter
(i.e. you are going to fail the class completely no matter what you score)

V? we
For reasons of self-preservation
feel the need to mention this is
meant as a joke. The Inkwell by no
means recommends actually trying

#

'

• During the exam, take
you belonged. Claim that
apart everything around
you have been to every lec
you. Desks, chairs, any
ture. Fight for your right to
any of these. Thanks and enjoy!
thing you can reach.
take the exam.
• Bring a pillow. Fall asleep • As soon as the instructor
• Upon receiving the exam,
(or pretend to) until the last hands you the exam, eat it.
look it over, while laughing
15 minutes. Wake up, say
,i ,
,
* Run into the exam room iuuuiv,
vou don't reallv
really
loudly, say "you
ge
Cra
l0
king
ab
Ut
int"S tl l
t
°
° ^-1* expectmeVwastemyTn^
time
cancer in rats.
.The trouble with doing TifmT
gl,
WOrk" Breathe a si&h of re,ief- Go on this drivel? Days of
our
•It may be that your sole pur- something right the first
it,nearly
t0 the instructor, say Lives is on!!!"
pose in life issimply to serve time is that nobody
Get a copy of the exam, run "They've found me, I h ave • If theexam is math/science
as a warning to others.
appreciates how difficult it AndreC T eaminf h
to leave thecountry" and ran related, make up the long•A tru ly wise man never was.
S6Cret
est P™*
t ' t'J
^
^
could possl
plays l eapfrog with a uni
documents..
. Fifteen minutes into the bly think of. Get pi and
• If it is a math/scence exam, stand up, rip up all the imaginary numbers into
corn.
exam, answer inessay form. papers into pieces, throw most equations. If it is a
politically correct ways to say someone is stupid:
it is long answer/essay them into the airand yell out written exam, relate every• A few clowns short of a • He fell out of the Stupid form, answer with numbers "Merry Christmas." Ask for thing to your own life story
tree and hit every branch on and symbols. Be creative, another copy of the • Bring a friend to give you
circus.
Use the integral symbol.
exam.Say you lost the first a back massage the entire
Not the sharpest pencil in the way down.
•
Read
questions
aloud,
deone. Repeat this process ev- way through the exam In•
An
intellect
rivaled
only
the box.
bate your answers with ery fifteen minutes.
. sist this person is needed,
•Sharp as a box of new pen by garden tools.
yourself out loud. If asked • Do the exam withcrayons, because you have bad circu•
As
smart
as
bait.
cils.
to stop, yell out, "I'mSOOO paint, or fluorescent mark- lation.
•Dumber than a box of hair. • Chimney's clogged.
sure
you can hear me think ers.
•The wheel's spinning, but • Elevator doesn't go all the
• Bring balloons, blow them
ing." Then start talking • Do the entire exam in an up, start throwing them
way to the top floor.
the hamster's dead.
• Forgot to pay his brain bill. about what a jerk the in other language. If you don't around like they do before
•All foam, no beer.
know one, make one up!
concerts start.
• The cheese slid off his • His antenna doesn't pick structor is.
•
Bring
cheerleaders.
•
Every
five
minutes,
stand
•
Bring some large, cumbe
r
up
all
the
channels.
cracker.
•
Walk
in,
get
the
exam,
sit
up,
collect
all
your
things,
some,
ugly
idol.
Put
it
right
• Has an IQ of 2, but it ta
kes • His belt doesn't go through
down. About five minutes move to another seat, con next to you. Pray to it often.
all the loops.
3 to grant.
Consider a small sacrifice.
• Couldn't pour water out of • If he had another brain, it into it, loudly say to the in tinue with the exam.
structor,
"I
don't
understand
•
Bring
a
black
marker.
Re
• Get deliveries of candy,
a boot with instructions on would be lonely.
ANY
of
this.
I've
been
to
turn
the
exam
with
all
ques
flowers, balloons, tele
• No grain in the silo.
the heel.
every
lecture
all
semester
tions
and
answers
com
grams, etc... sent to you
• Skylight leaks a little.
• His slinky's kinked.
long! What's the deal? And pletely blacked out.
every
few minutes
• Surfing in Nebraska.
who the heck are you? • Get theexam. Twenty min throughout the exam.
Where's the regular guy?"
utes into it, throw your pa
Your Starship Captain just might be a redneck if..
• On theanswer sheet (book, pers down violently, scream
•Your shuttlecraft has been •He insists on calling his whatever) find a new, inter out "Phooey on this!" and
up o n blocks for over a executive officer "Bubba" esting way to refuse to an walk out triumphantly.
month
•He programs the food swer every question. For ex • Go to an exam for a class
•He pa ints flames and a replicator for beer, ribs, and ample: I refuse to answer you have no clue about,
this question on the grounds where you know the class is
NRA sticker on the warp turnip greens
nacelles
•He paints the starship John that it conflicts with my re- very small, and the instruc
ligious beliefs. Be creative tor would recognize you if
•He refers to Klingons as Deere green
"Critters"
•He refers to a Pulsar as a
About This Page...
Did you ever wonder...
'He has the sensor array re "Blue Light Special"
The Inkwell staff mem
paired with a bent •He refers to the Mutara •If you throw a cat out acar * Why do kamikaze pilots bers have recieved many
c°athanger and aluminum
window does it become wear helmets?
Nebula as a "swamp"
forwarded messages during
kitty
litter?
* I s true that cannibals
foil
•His moonshine is stronger
• If corn oil comes from Hon t eat clowns because the year. We have enjoyed
'He says "Got your ears on, than Romulan Ale
them so much we would like
pod buddy" instead of •He sings "Lucille" instead com, where does baby oil they taste funny?
come from?
* When Y ou choke a smurf> to add a regular page in the
open hailing frequencies" of "Kathleen"
paper devoted to forwarded
' He rewires his communi •His idea of dress uniform is • How did a fool and his what color does it turn?
money
GET
together?
*
What
d
o
they
use
to
ship
messages.
CLEAN bib overalls
cator into his belt buckle
If you have tasteful and
'He keeps a six-pack under •He wears mirrored shades • How do they get a deer to styrofoam?
cross
at
that
yellow
road
•
Do
radioactive
cats
have
18
ls command chair and a
funny messages you would
on the Bridge
sign?
half-lives?
Sun rack above it
•His idea of a "gas giant" is
like to share with the read
• If it's tourist season, why * If you shoot a mime, should
'He says "Yee-Ha!" instead that big ol" XO Bubba after
ers of the Inkwell forward
can't we shoot them?
you use a silencer?
of Engage"
a meal of beans and weenies
them to:
• Why do they sterilize the * What was the best thing
•He
sets
his
phaser
on
Cajun.
He has a hand-tooled holinkwdl@niailgaieamstrongjedu
needles for lethal injection? before sliced bread?
s r for his phaser

se woru uui
used to tie

a«

b. AM of

anri|

the back page
Leold

THE Crossword

DOWN
1 Vacation spot
2 Time of day
3 Against
4 Judged
5 Extent of space
6 Single time
7 Mexican cheer

(leold@javanet.com)

by Roger and Salem Salloom ©1996

ACROSS

1 African nation
5 Portals
10 Word of sorrow
14 Excellent
15 Cove
16 Ear section
17 Silent
18 Landscape
19 Boxing match
20 Gorilla
22 Occupants
24 Notable period
25 Certain jellied
garnish
26 Grower of
vegetables
30 Reduced the
speed
34 Pub drink
35 Frighten
37 Rub out
38 Distance
measure
40 Les —Unis
42 Abstract being
43 Happening
45 Serpent
47 Dan son or
Turner
48 Certain dog
50 Shines
52 Elevate
54 — and order
55 Decorative
trinket
58 Man-made
channels
62 Amount of
space
63 Furniture piece
65 Changing star
66 Fasting season
67 Plumed bird
68 Ireland
69 Whirlpool
70 Peruses
71 Strike out

0$jk 9 % {
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[16

111

lis
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because my girl and I figured out

23

122

21

I was so happy the other day
that one of her biggest problems is
31 32

a

fear of abandonment.
So... I told her I'd never leave

33

34

her.

43

Then she told me one of her

48

55

59 60

|58

56 57

62

OTHER biggest problems is that she

154

53

152

•63

53?

t

61

64

is afraid of commitment.
So, I told her that soon I would

lUlj

drop her and she would be free!

•67
•70"

It didn't seem to help.

e 1996 Tribune Media Services. Inc
All rights reserved.

ANSWERS
8 L eases
9 Soaks
A a a 3
S a V 3 «
3 1 3 a
10 Tuna
X N 3 1
13 H 9 3
N 1 a 3
11 Diving bird
12 Lean against
V A 0 N 13 1 a Y 1? Y 3 b V
13 Matched
10 1 3 8 1 a
s 3 0 1 n 1 S
collections
3 S 1 Y a
M Y 1
21 God of war
a 3 X X 3. s
s N 3 1S 1 1 0
23 Egyptian
1N 3 A 3
a 3 1 13 X V N S
waterway
S 1 V X 31 3 1 1 N
3
S
S
3
25 Put in order
3 1 V
3 a V 0 S
3 S V H 3
26 Monopoly and
a ai N 3 a a V 9
a 3 M 0 1 s
rummy, e.g.
Y a 3
0 1 d S Y
27 Existing
3 1 V V* 1 b d
28 Lease again
s X N V N 3 X
3 X n N
29 Dines
3 N 3 0 8
in O e
31 Squander
3 N 0 Y
3 1N 1
3 a 0i
32 German city
a V H 0
S Y 1 V1s 8 0 0 a
33 Heroic actions
36 And others: Lat.
abbr.
39 Plea
58 Luge
51 Braided
41 Frying pans
59 Center
53 Actor's milieu
44 Duck
60 Wicked
55 Bundle
46 Son of Isaac
61 Sensible
56 Angered
49 Uprising
64 Bikini top
57 Flex
participant

•

So then I told her I was going
to prison for five yeares.
That made her feel much
better.
Love is magic.

•

MAMA'S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT
THAT'S EXFTCTLV UMI> VOL)
SHOULD come AND BE TESTED.
SWCOOTDHWJE DIABETES
AMP NOT EVEN KNOU) IT.J

STAMPEDE
tfcjGttl,
yfocrtaifeYou
Vlarkinq
on? J

C\iVii,
CM,!*
jv,st Artng
NT) CDtaUl S
VoneWorlt.

Oh.cqlcvlos!
IfaMWri-tbss
\os\ <{Wfcr!2n
-feet, 19c*cm A

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS
GoorU<Nbe
YouotnhMp

It's a fine line between being brave and being a boneh ead:

protaM

^gbtOEHEAD

I

6&VW0UND WITH
OtJLV A

'Whata*Ipaying
Jnb,w% NwHiptyvNo,UK* AWjteTt«VYcw...-tt«s
ISffiStYwrwfe-IoKt-fenriten
-WsdfoAif! CI+
Vwtsn'4- fetfen bfeen

R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND
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